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About This Game

Super Rude Bear Resurrection is an ultra-tight, masocore platformer that anyone can beat! Every time you die, your previous
corpses stack up and you can jump on them, push them around and use them as platforms or meatshields. Each death makes the

game slightly easier, but it's possible to beat the whole game without dying at all!

Rude Bear is a gangsta bear from East London who's been summoned back in time to medieval England to defeat his mortal
nemesis, The Wizard. Face challenges so lethal, you'll (probably) need to be resurrected thousands of times to stand any chance

of winning, and defeat the fearsome Guardians of each world.

Features:

Sightseeing - Run, jump and die your way through sprawling levels, facing fiendish challenges across seven diverse
worlds, from ancient ruins to convulsing flesh dungeons.

Unlimited Rudeness – Enjoy an incredible 73 song Grime soundtrack by Deeco – with a unique track in every level.

Super Streamable – Twitch Mode lets your viewers affect the gameplay, spam emotes onto your screen and talk
through your Fairy companion.

Gotta Go Fast – Built from the ground up with speedrunners in mind. From ghosts and quick menus, to slow-mo
Practice Mode and RNG toggle.
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Rampant Replayablity – Discover Bonus levels, unlock absurdly difficult achievements, and beat your friends' scores
in Marathon Mode (including Boss Rush!)

Insanely Tough – Crank the difficulty even higher by turning off corpses and checkpoints, or take on the ultimate
challenge and try to beat the entire game with just one life.
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Title: Super Rude Bear Resurrection
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Alex Rose
Publisher:
Alex Rose Games
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz processor equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated GPU, 1GB VRAM+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Best enjoyed with a twin stick controller (e.g. Dualshock 4)

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Polish,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

While YouTubers such as Kubscoutz and Jacksepticeye have covered this game, it is broken. My computer specifications are as
follows: i5-4690 cpu, 120gb ssd and 1tb harddrive 64-bit OS and 32gb of ram with a 980gtx and this game runs at an
inconsistant and horrible framerate of what looks like 8fps, it's shoddy and choppy. Yes, this is early access, but no that isn't an
excuse to not fix this issue.

For now I can't recommend the game. While the concept may be good, it's overshadowed dramatically by the fact it runs like
crap.. Very good game, one of the best third-person shooters, excellent graphics with solid gameplay, a bit off on the voice
acting and lip sync but i don't mind. 8/10. Fun Game, and Great Graphics, for it's time. Unfortuatly time has surely taken it's toll
on this game. Because of improving graphics and optimized controls, this game has become obsolete. I know that Swat 4 is still
very playable, but unfortuatly Swat 3 is not as much. It's just hard for me personally to play a game that's Characters heads arn't
smooth. The graphics are definatly worse than the pictures in the store, I would not be complaining if this game was around $5
because of it's age but $10 is a bit much. Don't waste your money on this game and just wait untill swat 4 comes to steam. -Over
And Out-. 10/10 wish part 1 in steam as well want that game too. Only for crafting cards. Online or co-op didn't even work, and
overall the game doesn't have much to offer. Don't buy it.. This game was a lot of fun! I'm just sad that the devs quickly moved
on to Super Monday Night Combat which wasn't as fun but was the only game my friends would play because they were
cheapskates and didn't want to spend money. The entry fee of $20 (the original price) was fair and everyone was on pretty equal
footing. It was pretty much a cross between TF2 (before the accessory nonsense) and a MOBA.

Then Super Monday Night Combat came along with its Mobile Game economy (free to play, pay to win) and both games'
communities just died. If you can get a fair number of friends together (at least 8 total people), go ahead and give this game a
try. It can certainly keep you going through a LAN party (if anyone still holds those any more) or if you're bored on a Monday
night, just hop on and do some Monday Night Combat!. As a sim racing enthusiast I can be very critical of racing games or
"sims". rFactor is near and dear to my heart. When I discovered this gem back in 2009 and all of the mods, tracks, etc. that you
can use with it, there is no game or "sim" that brings the value like rFactor. Sure rFactor 2 has been released now, but if you are
feeling nostalgic or don't have the computer to run rFactor 2, then this original is well worth the investment. You wont be
disappointed, I guarantee it!
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This it Not real 3D VR
For example, old Doom 3 BFG Edition has bean added true VR 3D.. fantastic game that manages to completely ruin what
makes it fun just around the same time that i get bored with it. its amazing its a good game and a lot of enjoyment its graphics
are decent but its nice for low end pc's that cant run games as well try it i highly recommend this game i give it 100000/10. Fun
game, just not enough people on the servers.. Easily the best basketball game out there right now for PC (and yes, that includes
NBA 2K18).

The main downside is that the game uses general management regulations, so no salary cap or trading in the NBA. I honestly
found it more fun to play international leagues instead as a result.. So where do I start. The game is 15 dollars and looks pretty
amazing. It's a horror game so obviously it's hella dark like all the time at night. It starts raining randomly and even gets foggy.
The demon is genuinely spooky, my first death was out of nowhere in the fog, I hear a branch crack and suddenly a demon was
holding me by the neck running away murdering me. All the sounds are spooky and very well made (which makes me even
more glad because the want to make them even better). The dropping mechanic is good except I got spooked switching from the
stick I picked up off the floor to the gun because the stick fell and I internally freaked out. WOW STICK! People are pretty
nice except of course the demon will kill you. There are a bunch of cabins where you find most of the stuff you need and that
helps and although it has some bugs it doesn't have many for being an early access game. I recieved it for free for beta testing it
and it is a nice game.. Top tier Sci-Fi anime, basically, everyone knows it, most of the people seen at least once (especially now
when this live-action Pork in the Shell is live, with that fat, cross-eyed dwarf as Kusanagi lol).

Anyway, in short - this is straight 10/10
+Astonishing visual part, simply amazing
+Catchy plot
+Great remarkable characters
+Enjoyable to the limit
+Kusanagi fap material
And of course this V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwdlqquJDK4

P.s. if you won't like this movie, you won't like any other thing from GiTS series, because the 1st movie is the best of the series.
It's golden.. A Facebook game on Steam.. Facking spear got 9999 range but the sword is lods of damage I like to fir ball and use
the speical attack to kill the big boss and get paid if you run and block you slide one million blocks forward so you can cut the
cats that take off your cloths and♥♥♥♥♥♥all over your stuff I like the magical circles beacause they creative and I can make
my characters look like my favorite animes I can't use the music creator beacause I do not into music.

Buy this game. good game for people who want to repetitively kill themselves in a video game while trying not to kill themselves

Super Rude Bear Resurrection - New Gauntlet Update and $250 prize announcement!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgZboidWQ-8

Hey guys! To celebrate GDQ, I've teamed up with speedrunning youtuber EZScape to announce a super hard $250 challenge for
Rude Bear, since the previous stupidly difficult Rainbow Challenge still hasn't been completed (though people are getting close),
there's a new update with a massive new level, and there's a month long competition to win some dollar dollar (USD).

The game is 50% off on Steam for the next fortnight, and the winner is the person who gets:

  The fastest time streamed on Twitch and highlighted

  With the ingame timer and audio on

  By 12PM PT on the 6th of February 2019

  Without using hacks/major glitches
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  Either emailed to alex@alexrosegames.com or DMed to @AlexRoseGames

T&Cs are here: http://alexrosegames.com/SRBRGauntletT&Cs.pdf

Alex. Newgrounds announce SRBR art competition!:
Hey guys,

Newgrounds have announced an art contest for SRBR, with Steam keys to give away as prizes!

If you've got some artistry in your veins, feel free to try and win a copy of SRBR for you or your friends, the results are going to
be judged by myself!

Here's a link to the compo for more info:
http://www.newgrounds.com/bbs/topic/1423211
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